


Behold, the standard “workplace marketing stock photo” we are all familiar with. 
Irrespective of the industry, this image represents how many American workplaces 
look. It certainly tells the story of our organization...



The reality of America’s demographics pretty-well mimics that of its workforce, which 
stands to reason — majority white, with other races following substantially behind.



Then when you look at the composition of our organization — our staff and board 
volunteers — it also closely mimics both American demographics and the 
composition of its workforce. We are not a hugely diverse grouping of people. But 
then...



Look at the constituents we serve in the Houston ISD — a remarkably different cross-
section of the population. Even if we tried, we could not fail to resemble the 
demographics of our own stakeholders more, and this is a challenge in the work we 
do.



Now, “minority white” is not a phrase much of America is used to, but by the mid-
2040s, it will (for the first time) be the reality. Not only will America continue 
diversifying, so will our city — and those we serve. Right now we are behind the curve 
ensuring that our organization mirrors our constituents, and if we want to keep up with 
the times, we need to be with (and ahead of) the times.



Behold… the future office of the American workplace. It’s the company stock photo of 
2045 and beyond.



Houston’s unofficial demographer — sociologist Dr. Stephen Klineberg — has tracked 
the transformations of our city for more than 40 years. From his work, we know it is 
the most diverse metropolis in the U.S.
We serve the students who will grow to lead our region and the world — who they 
grow to become is consequential, and the diversity will only continue to flourish.
This is a done deal — ”global” is the new normal.



So when leadership scholar Peter Northouse advises us on global leadership, he 
usefully defines the clear space between the differences that exist, and the ones into 
which we must lean.
Even further, in 2007, Juana Bordas noted that “Multicultural leadership is a 
commitment to advance people who reflect the vitality, values, and voices of our 
diversity to all levels of organizations and society” (p. 9).
This is our global future, in three V’s.



Work guru Rick Grimaldi warns us about something. “Paying lip service to ‘diversity 
initiatives,’” he says “will brand organizations as out-of-step… What really matters 
instead is consistent hiring practices that actually reflect an inclusive and diverse 
workforce.”
So how do we do this? How do we avoid “empty promises?”



Reporting on a “case study,” of sorts,” from California Lutheran University, Alina 

Tugend in 2018 shared these steps taken by the university to bolster equity in its 

hiring.

They asked big questions with a goal of anti-bias hiring — something we need to do 

seriously and clearly:

- We need to ask if our job postings work for everyone

- We must ask whether we are bringing our own individual thoughts to the table 

about diverse candidates, or are we meeting as a group, which risks the 

loudest voices overtaking others

- And are we showing the full, best picture of our organization for the people 

who make it through the process?



If we do this right, our organization should look like this. In doing so, we should 
acknowledge that organizations with diverse leadership can earn 19% more 
“innovation revenue” than their peers. In nonprofits especially, like ours where funding 
is so incredibly scarce, this is vital. (Lorenzo et al., 2021)

This is especially important because...



...those we serve look like this, and they are America’s future. To help them grow and 
lead a better future, we must acknowledge and celebrate who they are by 
demonstrating the same in their leaders.



Let’s conclude with these points in mind:

- First, our country is changing. It is growing more diverse.
- As the global reality becomes the norm around the world, our organization 

must lead from a multicultural perspective
- Finally, we need to take a good, hard look at the tangible aspects of how we 

hire, from the job postings to what version of our organization we show our 
final candidates






